2017-2018 Davis County Spelling Bee
School Study Guide and Pronouncer List
DAVIS COUNTY SPELLING BEE

This guide is for the use of the teachers and students for use as the spelling list and study guide for the
elementary and junior high school bees.
Please review the Spelling Bee Rules that are included in your email and posted on the spelling bee web
page.
If a word has a homonym, a near homonym, or it is similar in spelling to another word, it will be noted in
bold italics and underlined. It is important to inform your speller of these, to provide them, without
them asking, the word’s part of speech and the definition in order to avoid confusion and misspelling
the word during your bee.
If you think a word is a homonym or is similar in sound or spelling to another word, but it is not noted,
you may check the dictionary for further information, or provide details to the speller as you feel is
needed.
During pronouncing for a bee, you may skip a word or move to another word if you feel that the word
may present a problem to your speller, or you may change any order of words you provide.
A Challenge List will be emailed to your school’s bee contact that may be used if you need additional
words or need challenge rounds to break ties. For obvious reasons, they will not be posted online.
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1.

author

2.

haunt

3.

almost

4.

itinerary

5.

fulfill

6. address

7. concert

8. frankfurter

\’ȯthәr\
Noun

Latin that became French then English
one who writes or otherwise composes a book, article, poem,
play, or other work that involves literary composition and is
intended for publication.
The author of the book will be at the store for a book-signing on
Saturday.
/hänt/
Middle English from French
verb
A place where it is believed ghosts of the dead still
frequent
Skyler believes that ghosts still haunt the old Governors’
Mansion.”
\’ȯl-,mōst\
From Middle English
Adverb
very nearly but not exactly or entirely
We almost won the game, it was very close.
\’ī-tin-ә-rer-ē\ From Latin
Noun
the route of a journey or tour or the proposed outline of one
The travel agent is sending over the itinerary for our trip to
China.
\fә(l)-fil\
From Middle English
Verb
to make full; to put into effect : to measure up to : satisfy
To take an expedition to the North Pole would fulfill the
scientist’s wildest dreams.
\ә‘dres\
From Latin to French to English
\a‘dres\
Noun
a place where a person or organization may be
communicated with : directions for delivery on the
outside of an object (as a letter or package)
Be sure to put your return address on the letter to your
pen-pal, just in case she has moved.
\kӓn(t)-sәrt\ French from Italian
\kӓn,-sәrt\
Noun
musical harmony : agreement in design or plan : union formed
by mutual communication of opinion and views; a public
performance of music or dancing
The third grade class all played the national anthem on the
kazoo in concert for their parents.
/fraŋk-fǝr-tǝr German
noun
A cured sausage of beef or pork that may be skinless or
stuffed into a tube like casing.
“The frankfurter is one of my favorite foods”
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9. abduction

10. disobey

11. thespian

12. academy

13. acclaim

14. fuselage

15. interrupt

16. lounge

\ab-dǝk-shǝn\ Latin
Noun
to carry off by force; to draw away from a position near or
parallel to the median axis of the body; to move apart
I like to use the abduction machine at the gym to work my outer
thighs.
\,disō’bā\
From French
Verb
refuse to fit one’s conduct to and perform as directed or
requested by.
A well-trained dog will not disobey his master’s command.
\’thes-pē-әn\ Greek
Adjective
of or relating to Thespis; the tradition that Thespis was the
originator of the actor’s role; relating to the drama
Brian wanted to study to be a Shakespeare thespian.
\ǝ-‘kad-ǝ-mē\ Greek
Noun
the school for advanced education founded by Plato; a school
usu. above the elementary level; a private high school; a school
or college in which special subjects or skills are taught; a society
of learned persons organized to advance art, science or
literature
Her goal is to be accepted into an art academy for her post
graduate work in painting.
\ǝ-‘klām\
Latin
Verb
applaud, praise; to shout praise
She won acclaim for her role in the movie.
/fyü-sǝ-läzh/ French
noun
The central body portion of an aircraft designed to
accommodate the crew and the passengers or cargo
The mechanics take special care to see that the plane’s
fuselage is in good working order.
\,int-ǝ’rǝpt\
Middle English
Verb
to stop or hinder by breaking in; to break the uniformity or
continuity of; to break in with questions or remarks while
another is speaking
Victoria tends to interrupt people who are not speaking
about her or something she is interested in.
\-laůnj\
Origin unknown
Verb
to act or to move idly or lazily : loaf
My ideal vacation is to lounge on a beach and read books.
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The following word could be confused with another word similar in sound and or spelling. Provide the
speller with the word’s part of speech and definition.
17. picture

\’pikchәr\
Noun

18. galvanize

/gal-vǝ-nīz/
verb

19. telltale

20. distinguished

From Latin
a design or representation made by various means (as
painting, drawing, or photography)
Lonnie’s school picture was not very flattering.

French
To stimulate or excite as if by an electric shock; to cover
with zinc
This huge building is a factory where they galvanize steel.
\’tel-,tāl\
English
Noun
a talebearer, informer; an outward sign: indication
It is a telltale sign that the opera is coming to an end when
the fat lady sings.
\dis-‘tiŋ-(g)wish’d\ Middle French from Latin
Adjective
marked by eminence, distinction, or excellence
My date looked very distinguished in his tuxedo when he came
to pick me up for the prom.

The following word could be confused with another word similar in sound and/or spelling. Provide
the speller the word’s part of speech and definition.
21. alder

\’ȯl-dǝr\
Noun

22. pigeon

\’pijәn\
Noun

23. duress

\d(y)ů-‘res\
Noun

24. absence

\’ab-sәn(t)s\
Noun

Middle English from Latin
any of a genus of toothed-layered leaved trees or shrubs of the
birch family growing in moist ground and having wood used by
turners and bark used in dyeing and tanning
Alder is a popular wood to make into cabinets, but it is fairly
soft and will dent or scratch easily.
Originally Latin, went through French, then became English
a bird having a stout body with rather short legs and smooth
and compact plumage.
It was so cute when my two-year old niece ran through the park
trying to catch the pigeon.
Middle French to Middle English
forcible restraint or restriction; compulsion by threat; unlawful
constraint
It was under duress the prisoner confessed to the armed bank
robbery.
From Latin to French to English
the state of being absent
Jonathan’s mother had to write a note to excuse his
absence at school.
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25. mezzanine

\’mez-ᵊn-,ēn\
Noun

26. ghetto

/ge-to/
noun

27. ancient

\’ān-shǝnt\
\’ān-chǝnt\
Adjective

28. apology

\ә’pӓlәgē\
Noun

29. credenza

\kri-‘den-zә\
Noun

30. gown

/gaůn/
noun

31. awful

\’ȯfәl\
Adjective

32. debris

\dә-brē\
Noun

French
a low-ceilinged story between two main stories of a building;
the lowest balcony in a theater
Our tickets to Wicked were on the mezzanine level, row 3.
Italian
A quarter of a city in which members of a minority group
live especially because of social, legal or economic
pressure
Joseph grew up in the ghetto.
Middle English from Middle French from Latin
having had an existence of many years; of or relating to a
remote period, to a time earlier in history, or to those living in
such a period or time; of or relating to the historical period
beginning with the earliest known civilizations and extending to
the full of the Western Roman Empire
No one really understands what happened to the ancient
people known as the Fairmont Indians of Utah.
Originally Greek, passed into Latin then French
an admission to another of a wrong or discourtesy done him or
her accompanied by an expression of regret.
Bob owed Wanda an apology for stepping on her toes while
dancing.
Italian from Latin
a sideboard, buffet, or bookcase patterned after a
Renaissance credence; esp one without legs
You will find the letter on the left side of his credenza.
English from French
A long formal dress that a woman wears especially during
a special event
Jane wore a beautiful gown to her senior prom.
Middle English
inspiring awe : causing dread or terror : commanding reverential
fear or profound respect : extremely unpleasant, disagreeable,
or objectionable.
Fargo, North Dakota, was an absolutely awful place to visit in
January; the food and weather were both awful.
Middle French
the remains of something broken down or destroyed : ruins; an
accumulation of fragments of rock
The Utah National Guard was called in to help with the debris
cleanup in Southern Utah when a flash flood took out much
of the city.
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33. atone

\ǝ-‘tōn\
Verb

34. ogre

\’ō-gәr\
Noun

35. contain

\kәn-tān\
Verb

36. urgent

\әr jәnt\
Adjective

37. acumen

\ǝ-‘kyü-mǝn\
Noun

38. whimsy

\’hwim-zē\
noun

39. surround

\sәraůnd\
Verb

40. havoc

/ha-vik/
noun

41. squeeze

\’skwēz\
Verb

Middle English
Reconcile; to supply satisfaction for ; to make amends
The bishop asked that each of the boys in the Sunday school
class come in for an interview and to see if they need to atone
for any sins.
French, from Latin Orcus
a hideous giant of fairy tales and folklore that feeds on human
beings
The ogre lived in a cave, too hideous and frightening to come
out any time of day or night, except to feed on small children.
From Latin to French
to keep within limits : restrain, control; to have within : hold
The firemen worked to contain the fire so that it would not
spread to the neighboring houses.
From Latin
calling for or demanding immediate attention
The blood bank has an urgent need for type O positive blood.
Latin
keenness and depth of perception, discernment, or
discrimination especially in practical matters : shrewdness
He was known as a man with extraordinary sensitivity, political
acumen, and tremendous spiritual power.
unknown origin
(alternate spelling whimsey)
whim, caprice; a fanciful or fantastic device, object, or creation
The play is full of whimsy and humor.
From a Latin word that became French and then English.
to be situated or found in all or various directions from a fixed
point or in a ring about.
The Indians had a plan to surround the pilgrim’s camp.
Middle English from French
Wide and general destruction, a great confusion and
disorder
The preschool class created a great deal of havoc in the
classroom.
Originally English
exert pressure especially on opposite sides or parts of : Press
together closely or tightly.
I hate it when my sister will squeeze the toothpaste tube in the
middle instead of at the bottom.
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42. eulogy

43. illegal

44. bombastic

45. consonant

46. saying

47. brighten

\’yü-lә-jē\
Noun

From Greek
a commendatory formal statement or set oration; high praise
After my grandfather’s passing, his war buddies gave him a very
nice eulogy at his funeral.
\’il (l) ē gәl\
From Latin to French
Adjective
not according to or authorized by law: not sanctioned by official
rules.
The policeman explained to the driver that it was illegal to speed
through a school zone.
\bäm-‘bas-tik\ Middle English from Latin
Adjective
marked by or given to bombast : pompous, overblown,
pretentious speech or writing
This presidential candidate is certainly bombastic, and most
offensive to many voters.
\’kӓn(t)sәnәnt\ From Latin
Noun
one of a class of speech sounds characterized by constriction or
closure at one or more points in the breath channel.
All David needed to end the poem was a word that started with
a consonant other than F and rhymed with fricassee.
\sā-ĭŋ\
English
noun
a wise statement of truth, as a proverb or aphorism: adage
As the saying goes, a bird in the hand is worth two in the
bush.
\’brītᵊn\
From English
Verb
becoming shining or luminous.
The baby’s eyes brighten whenever her mother walks into the
room.

The following word could be confused with another word similar in sound and/or spelling. Provide
the speller the word’s part of speech and definition.
48. terrible

\’terәbәl\
Adjective

From Latin to French before becoming English
Near homonym: tearable
overwhelmingly disastrous.
The terrible windstorm of 2011 left many without power for
several days.
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49. gyroscope

\’jī-rә-,skōp\
Noun

50. dangerous

\’dānjәrәs\
Adjective

51. scarcely

\skers’lē\
adverb

52. coffee

\’kȯfē\
Noun

53. omission

\ō’mishәn\
Noun

54. disastrous

\diz’as-trәs\
\dis’as-trәs\
Adjective

55. theory

\’thēәrē\
\’thirē\
\’thērē\
Noun

French
a wheel or disk mounted to spin rapidly about an axis and also
free to rotate about one or both of two axes perpendicular to
each other and to the axis of spin so that a rotation of one of
the two mutually perpendicular axes results from application of
torque to the other when the wheel is spinning and so that the
entire apparatus offers considerable opposition depending on
the angular momentum to any torque that would change the
direction of the axis of spin
It sounds like it would be very complicated to build a gyroscope.
From a French word to English
involving risk : demanding caution or care as extremely unsafe.
Trying to climb a ladder while blindfolded and one hand tied
behind your back is very dangerous.
by a narrow margin; with difficulty, barely, hardly
We scarcely had any water after the long, hot hike.
Went from Arabic to Turkish to Italian before it became English
a drink made by infusion from the roasted and ground seeds of
small tropical or subtropical upland trees or shrubs having
cherry-like fruits.
Starbucks is a very popular location to meet for coffee.
From Latin to English
something neglected or left undone.
The omission of the name of piano accompanist in the
program was purely accidental.
Originally a Greek word that passed into Latin
attended by or causing suffering or disaster : calamitous
A violent windstorm was disastrous and caused many roofs to
blow apart and fences to fall, not to mention the trees it took
out.
From Greek

a belief, policy, or procedure proposed or followed as the basis
of action.
The educational system is based on the theory that all children
want to learn.
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56. lobbyist

57. population

58. supine

59. semifinal

60. shady

61. bargain

62. chemical

\’lӓbēәst\

The first part of this word is from a Germanic word that became
Latin, and the second part is an English combining form.
Noun
a person who conducts activities with the objective of
influencing public officials and especially members of a
legislative body with regard to legislation and other policy
decision.
The oil producing company employed a lobbyist to convince the
legislature to increase the allowed miles per gallon on large
trucks.
\,pӓpyә’lāshәn\ From Latin
Noun
the whole number of people or inhabitants occupying a specific
geographical locality.
The city’s population has doubled over the last 25 years.
\sů-‘pīn\
Latin
Adjective
lying on the back or with the face upward; exhibiting indolent or
apathetic inertia or passivity
The dentist laid me back in a supine position in order to work on
my sore tooth.
\,se,mē’fīnᵊl\ The first part of this word is from an originally Latin element
\,se,mī’fīnᵊl\ that then became an English combining form, and the second
\,semi’fīnᵊl\
part is from a Latin word that became French before English
Adjective
Next to the last.
Selina reached the semifinal round in the tennis tournament.
\’shā-dē\
Middle English
adjective
producing or affording shade; sheltered from the sun’s
rays; in the shadows; of questionable merit : uncertain,
unreliable
We wandered the park looking for the perfect shady spot
for our picnic.
\’bӓrgen\
Originally Germanic that became French before English
Verb
Haggle especially over a purchase price.
Sally was so embarrassed when her mother wanted to bargain
with the child selling lemonade.
\’kemekәl\
From Greek to Arabic to Latin to French
Adjective
relating to applications of a science that deals with the
composition, structure, and properties of substances and of the
transformations that they undergo.
The professor is searching for something more exciting than
mixing vinegar and baking soda to demonstrate a chemical
reaction in the science lab.
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63. ballet

\băl´lã`\
Noun

64. pistol

\’pis-tǝl\
Noun

65. sickening

\’sik-ǝniŋ\
adjective

66. among

\ә’mәŋ\
Preposition

67. soaring

\’sō(ǝ)r-iŋ\
noun

68. bachelor

\băch´ė`lẽr\
Noun

69. purchase

\’pǝr-chǝs\
Verb

70. welfare

\’wel-,fa(ǝ)r\
Noun
Adjective

French
An artistic dance performed for theatrical entertainment.
The Nutcracker is a popular ballet around the Christmas
holidays.
Middle French from Greek
a short firearm intended to be aimed and fired with one hand;
especially a handgun whose chamber is integral with the barrel
The old westerns would have many duels where the feuding
cowboys would see who could draw their pistol first and shoot
at the other.
English
causing sickness or disgust
To see the way the Jews were treated by the German
regime in the 1930s and 1940s is downright sickening.
From Old English
surrounded by : in the midst of : intermingled with:
through the midst of.
The movie star was willing to walk among the crowd
and chat with the press at the movie premier.
Middle English
the act or process of flying without power by utilizing
ascending air currents
The eagle was soaring on the warm air currents
while watching for his next meal in the water.
Middle English from Medieval Latin
A man of any age who has never been married.
The bachelor was searching for a wife.
Middle English from Old French
to get into one’s possession: gain, acquire; to acquire by any
means other than from inheritance; to obtain by paying money
I would like to purchase a new computer for the office.
Middle English
the state of doing well especially in respect to good fortune;
happiness, well-being; relief
relating or or concerned with welfare and improvement of the
welfare of disadvantaged social groups
The agency is concerned about the welfare of the three children
that live in the home without heat and not much food.
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71. sorrel

72. jeggings

73. wonky

74. cafeteria

75. dungaree

76. plateau

77. kumquat

78. offhanded

79. whisker

\’sōr-ǝl\
Noun

Middle English from French
reddish brown animal; a light bright chestnut horse often with
a white mane and tail; a brownish orange to light brown
My grandpa took me to the horse roundup and auction,
where he bought me my first sorrel horse.
\ˈje- giŋz\
New Language, A combination of two words: jeans + leggings
\’jā-,-giŋz\
= jeggings
Noun
A legging that is designed to resemble a tight-fitting pair of
denim jeans and is made of a stretchable fabric.
Their club uniform was a red shirt and matching black jeggings.
\’wäŋ-kē\
Chiefly British
adjective
unsteady, shaky, awry, wrong; not straight, crooked,
askew; faulty
My uncle has a wonky nose after breaking it a few times.
\ka-fǝ-tir-ē-ǝ\ Spanish
Noun
a restaurant in which the customers serve themselves or are
served at a counter and take the food to tables to eat
The cafeteria serves lunch to students from 11:30am to 1:00pm.
\dǝŋ-gǝ’rē\
Asian – Hindi and Urdu
Noun
a heavy course durable cotton twill woven from colored yarns;
blue denim; clothes made usually of blue denim
It seems as though the new kindergartners work especially hard
to get their new dungarees all dirty during recess.
\pla-tō\
French
Noun
a usually extensive land area having a relatively level surface
raised sharply above adjacent land on at least one side; a level
of attainment or achievement;
We were able to drive the Jeep out onto the plateau and
over look the river below.
\ˈkəm-ˌkwät\ Chinese
noun
Any of several small yellow to orange citrus fruits with sweet
spongy rind and somewhat acid pulp that are used chiefly for
preserves.
The retired man picked a kumquat from the tree for breakfast.
\’ȯf-han-dǝd\ Unknown origin
Adjective
without premeditation or preparation
His offhanded comments offended many people in the
crowd.
\’hwis-kǝr\
From Middle English
Noun
a hair of the beard; part of the beard growing on the sides
of the face; one of the long projecting hairs or bristles growing
near the mouth of an animal
A cat’s whisker allows her to tell if she can fit into a space.
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80. multiplicity

81. uncertainty

82. flammable

83. paltry

84. pesky

85. nonsense

86. gainsay

87. wholesaler

\,mǝl-tǝ’plis-ǝt-ē\ Middle English from Middle French from Latin
Noun
the quality or state of being multiple or various; a great number;
the number of times a root of an equation or zero of a function
occurs when there is more when there is more than one root or
zero
The multiplicity of x = 2 for the equation (x – 2)³ = 0 is 3
\,ǝn-‘sǝrt-ǝn-tē\ Middle English
Noun
the quality or state of being uncertain : doubt; something that
is uncertain
The future of the healthcare bill faces uncertainty as the new
administration plans to change the scope of the plan.
\’flam-ә-bәl\ Latin
Adjective
capable of being easily ignited and of burning quickly.
Several years ago the government passed a law making it illegal
to manufacturer children’s pajamas out of flammable material.
\’pȯl-trē\
German
Adjective
inferior; trashy; mean; despicable; trivial
Sadly, teachers often receive a paltry salary for their
job of educating our children.
\’pes-kē\
Irregular form of pest
Adjective
troublesome, vexatious
Who left the screen door open so that this pesky fly could come
into the house?
\‘nän-,sen(t)s\ Unknown Origin
Noun
words or language having no meaning or conveying no
intelligible ideas; language, conduct, or an idea that is absurd or
contrary to good sense; an instance of absurd action; things of
no importance or value
The idea that the tooth fairy would keep all the children’s teeth
under her own pillow is just nonsense.
\ˌgān-ˈsā\
Middle English from Old English
Verb
To deny or disagree with (something); to show or say the
(something) is not true; Literally to “say against,” deny,
contradict, contravene
“It will be hard to gainsay or shun that which Heaven has
ordained.” (Don Quixote, Ch. 7)
\’hōl-,sā-lǝr\ From Middle English
Noun
a merchant middleman who sells chiefly to retailers, other
merchants, or industrial, institutional, and commercial users
mainly for resale or business use
We were able to get a really good deal on the couch because
we bought it directly from the wholesaler instead of the
furniture store.
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88. penalty

\’pen-(ǝ)l-tē\
Noun

89. wholesome

\’hōl-sǝm\
Adjective

90. jealousy

\ˈje-lə-sē\
noun

91. paradise

\par-ǝ-,dīs\
Noun

92. riddle

\’rid-ǝl\
Noun

93. seasonal

\’sēz-nǝl\
Noun

94. moot

\müt\
Adjective

95. nestled

\’nes-ǝl-d\
Verb

Latin
the suffering in person, rights, or property that is annexed
by law or judicial decision to the commission of a crime or
public offense; the suffering or the sum to be forfeited to which
a person subjects himself by agreement in case of
nonfulfillment of stipulations; disadvantage, loss, or hardship
due to some action
The hockey player was sent to the penalty box after he
checked a player in the back and sent him flying into the glass.
Middle English
promoting health or well-being of mind or spirit; promoting
health of body; having the simple health or vigor of normal
domesticity; prudent; safe; healthful
It is important to eat a wholesome diet and avoid a lot of
fatty foods and added sugars.
Middle English from Anglo-French from Vulgar Latin
feeling anger because of the belief that a loved one might be
unfaithful; feeling a mean anger toward someone because he or
she is more successful; hostile toward a rival or one believed to
enjoy an advantage: envious
Jealousy can ruin even the best of friendships.
Middle English from Old French from Latin
an intermediate place or state where the righteous departed
await resurrection and judgment; a place of bliss , felicity, or
delight
Our trip to Fiji was like visiting paradise.
Middle English
a mystifying, misleading, or puzzling question posed as a
problem to be solved or guessed: conundrum : enigma ;
mystery
Have you ever been able to solve the riddle of Bilbo and Gollum?
Middle English from French from Latin
of, relating to, or varying in occurrence according to the season;
affected or caused by seasonal need or availability
Many college students will soon be seeking seasonal jobs
for their summer break.
English
open to question; debatable; subjected to discussion: disputed;
made abstract or purely academic
Which came first, the chicken or the egg, is a moot question.
Middle English
to settle snugly or comfortably; to lie in an inconspicuous or
sheltered manner; to press closely and affectionately
Ma and pa, while in their caps, were nestled in their beds for a
long winter’s nap.
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The following word could be confused with another word similar in sound and/or spelling. Provide
the speller the word’s part of speech and definition.
96. borough

97. prelude

98. microchip

99. calories

100. fertilize

101. velocity

102. suburban

\’bәr-ō\
\’bә-rō\
Noun

\’prel-,(y)üd\
\’prā-,l(y)üd\
Noun

Middle English
a medieval fortified group of houses forming a town with
special duties; a town or urban constituency in Great Britain
that sends a member to Parliament; a municipal corporation
proper in some states
There are five boroughs in New York City: Bronx, Manhattan,
Queens, Brooklyn and Staten Island.
Middle French from Latin

an introductory performance, action, or event preceding and
preparing for the principal or a more important matter; a
musical section or movement introducing the theme or chief
subject or serving as an introduction to an opera or oratorio
Mrs. Wright played the prelude hymn on the old pump organ.
\’mī-krō-,chip\ English
Noun
integrated circuit
The computer microchip is getting so small and powerful, they
can make a computer the size of a watch.
\’kalәrēz\
From a Latin word, then into French
Plural Noun
units expressing heat-producing or energy-producing values in
food that when oxidized in the body are capable of releasing
units of energy.
If you are trying to lose weight, it is important to watch your
calorie intake, and avoid foods high in calories.
\’fәrt-ᵊl-īz\
Derived from a word that was Latin then became French
Verb
to make fertile; to apply fertilizer
Dad went out to fertilize the lawn before the rain storm hit.
\ve’lӓsәdē\
From French, which formed it from a Latin word
Noun
quickness of motion : swiftness : speed
The velocity of the wind in last night’s storm reached up to 40
miles per hour.
\sә’bәrbәn\
From Latin
Adjective
of, relating to, inhabiting, or located in the residential area on
the outskirts of any city or large town.
His young family wanted to find a suburban home, even though
it meant Joe would have to commute into the city every day for
work.
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103. alias

\’ālēәs\
\’ālyәs\
Noun

104. rascal

\’ras-kәl\
Noun

105. essential

\e’senchәl\
\ē’senchәl\
Adjective

106. courage

\’kәrij\
Noun

107. artificial

\,ӓrtә’fishәl\
\,ӓrdә’fishәl\
Adjective

108. yurt

\’yů(ә)rt\
Noun

109. swindle

\’swin-dᵊl\
Verb

110. ornery

\ȯrn`әrē\
Adjective

From Latin
an assumed name.
To avoid unwanted attention, the actress registered at the hotel
under an alias.
Originally English
a mean, unprincipled or dishonest person; a mischievous person
or animal.
That little rascal, Peter, just knocked over our snowman.
From Latin
having or consisting of the basic, most fundamental nature,
property, quality, or attribute peculiar to or necessary or
indispensable to its kind.
Food and water are essential for survival.
The first part of this word is Latin and went through French,
the second part is a French combining form
mental or moral strength enabling one to venture, persevere,
and withstand danger, fear, or difficulty firmly and resolutely.
The men and women in the armed forces should be praised for
their courage.
From Latin
produced or accomplished by the skill of humans to imitate
nature : simulated.
Elizabeth put an artificial rose in the bud vase on her desk
because of her allergies to real flowers.
Russian from Turkic
a circular domed tent of skins or felt stretched over a
collapsible lattice framework and used by nomads of
Siberia
During the winter season, the resort has a yurt that can be skied
to where they serve a wonderful gourmet dinner.
From German
to obtain money or property by fraud or deceit
The con man would swindle money from elderly people by
telling them he would invest their money in a guaranteed fund
that would double their money in two weeks.
Possibly from a Latin word
Bad tempered; having an irritable disposition : stubborn
Dad gets so ornery when I miss my curfew.
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111. seismograph

112. gymnasium

113. eventful

114. royalty

115. library

116. solemn

117. freckle

\`sīzmә,graf\
Noun

Both parts of this word are originally Greek
An apparatus of varying type and structure designed to
measure and record vibrations within the earth and of the
ground.
When the earthquake happened, the seismograph recorded the
activity.
\jim-‘nā-zē-әm\ From Latin
\jim-‘nā-zh-әm\
Noun
a large room used for various indoor sports (as basketball,
boxing, or volleyball) and usually equipped with gymnastic
apparatus.
The girl’s basketball team practiced in the gymnasium at 6:00
a.m. so that the boy’s basketball team could practice after
school.
\i-‘vent-fәl\
Latin
Adjective
full or rich in events; momentous
The weekend in Los Angeles was very eventful.
\’rȯi(ә)l-tē\
Middle English from Middle French
Noun
a royal status or power : sovereignty; a right or perquisite of a
sovereign; a regal character or bearing; persons of royal lineage
The rodeo queen and her royalty rode in the parade on horses.
\’lī,brerē\
From Latin to French then to English
\’lī,brē\
\’lī,bәrē\
Noun
a room, a section or series of sections of a building
or a building itself given over to books, manuscripts,
musical scores, or other literary and sometimes
artistic materials, usually kept in some convenient order
for use but not for sale.
The public library is a wonderful place to find books on
planting a garden or a thrilling murder mystery.
\’sӓlәm\
From Latin to French before becoming English
\’sȯlәm\
Adjective
marked by grave sobriety and serious sedateness : free from
casualness or lighthearted levity.
The bishop was solemn as he spoke at my grandmother’s
funeral.
\’frek-әl\
English
Noun
one of the small brownish spots in the skin that are usually
due to precipitation of pigment and that increase in number
and intensity on exposure to sunlight
Her little nose was covered in one freckle after another.
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118. soprano

\sә’pran(,)ō\
\sә’prӓn(,)ō\
Noun

119. bustle

\’bәs-әl\
Verb

120. shuttle

\’shәd ᵊl\
Noun

121. achieve

\ә’chēv\
Verb

122. interpret

\in-‘tәr-prәt\
Verb

From Italian
the highest voice part in four-part mixed harmony.
Rachel sings soprano in the school choir.
English
to move briskly and often ostentatiously; to be busily astir
Grandma would bustle around the house before company
would arrive to make sure everything was neat and tidy.
Originally English
a vehicle used in a going back and forth over a specified route or
path at a regular intervals.
Anne lived in Baltimore, but she took the airplane shuttle to New
York and back every day because she worked in Manhattan.
From Latin to French to English
to bring to a successful conclusion : carry out successfully
: accomplish : to get as the result of exertion : succeed in
obtaining or gaining.
Victoria wants to achieve greatness in her lifetime, so she is
working very hard in school.
Latin
to explain or tell the meaning of: present in understandable
terms; to conceive in the light of individual belief, judgment, or
circumstance : construe; to represent by means of art : bring to
realization by performance
A local spokesman from the tribe was used to interpret for
the humanitarian organization representative.

The following word could be confused with another word similar in sound.
Provide the word’s _part of speech and definition.
123. roil

\’rȯi(ә)l\
Verb

124. maniac

\’mā-nē,ak\
Noun

Origin unknown
to make turbid by stirring up the sediment or dregs of; to stir
up: disturb, disorder
The young boy loved to get a big stick and roil all the mud in
the small pond in the back yard.
From Greek to Latin
a person characterized by an inordinate or ungovernable
enthusiasm for something.
Some considered Jack to be a maniac because of his
unreasonable love for jumping off bridges with a bungee cord.
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125. snafu

126. competitive

127. twilight

128. supplement

129. obscure

130. tongue

131. breathing

\sna-fü\
Noun

English
confusion; middle; bring into a state of confusion; snarled
There was a bit of a snafu when Matt called Teresa to make
a date with her, but called her by the wrong name the entire
conversation.
\kәm’ped-ә-div\ From Latin
Adjective
of or relating to a contest between rivals
Nikki is very competitive, whether she is on the tennis court or
on a video game.
\’twī-,līt\
English
Noun
the light from the sky between full night and sunrise or between
sunset and full night produced by diffusion of sunlight through
the atmosphere and its dust; and intermediate state that is not
clearly defined; a period of decline
The birds in the tree outside my window seem to wake every
day at twilight and make so much noise, I cannot sleep.
\’sәplә,ment\ Originally Latin then became English
\’sәplәmәnt\
Verb
to fill the deficiencies of.
Sherrie is going to supplement her income from working at the
bank with babysitting money so that she can buy the new car
that she wants.
\әbz’kyůr\
Originally Latin, through French then English
\әb’skyůr\
\ӓb’skyůr\
Adjective
not readily understood : lacking clarity or legibility.
The history teacher loved to tell his class about random and
obscure facts that he found horribly fascinating.
\’tәŋ\
Middle English
Noun
a fleshy movable process of the floor of the mouths of most
vertebrates that bears sensory end organs and small glands and
functions especially in taking and swallowing food and in man
as a speech organ.
Don’t ever stick your tongue to a flag pole when it is freezing
outside.
\,brēth-ŋ\
Middle English
Adverb
the action of drawing air into and expelling it from the lungs
The expectant mothers were on the floor practicing their
breathing with their delivery partners.
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The following word could be confused with another word similar in sound or spelling.
Provide the speller the word’s part of speech and definition.
132. cherub

\’cher-ǝb\
Noun

133. extinct

\ik’stiŋ(k)t\
\ek’stiŋ(k)t\
Adjective

134. exposure

\ik-‘spō-zhәr\
Noun

135. usually

\’yüzh(ә)lē\
\’yüzhwәlē\
\’üz(ә)h(ә)lē\
Adverb

136. quarantine

137. engineer

Latin from Greek
an order of angels; a beautiful usually winged child in painting
A cherub with a bow and arrow will strike out at
Valentines to make you fall in love.
From a word that went from Latin to English
(something) that has died out altogether.
Too bad the dodo is extinct; it looks like a very cool bird.
From Latin to French before becoming English
the condition of being unprotected especially from severe
weather; the condition of being subject to some effect or
influence.
The climber died on Mt. Everett from exposure to the cold when
he was unable to find his way back to the camp in the blinding
snow storm.
Middle English

by or according to habit or custom : more often than not : most
often : as a rule : ordinarily.
The dragonfly is usually found near streams and ponds.
\’kwȯrәn,tēn\ Went from Latin to French to Italian
Noun
a regulation restraining a ship from physical connections with
the shore while suspected of offering a threat of contagion.
The crew of the freighter became very impatient when the ship
was put under quarantine because of a suspect shipment of
papayas.
\,en-jә-‘niәr\ Middle English from French
Noun
a designer or builder of engines; a person who is trained in or
follows as a profession a branch of engineering; a person who
runs or supervises an engine on an apparatus.
Kids love it when they can get the train engineer to blow the
train’s horn when they pump their arm up and down.
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138. evaluate

139. ache

\e’valyә,wāt\
\ē’valyә,wāt\
Verb

\’āk\
Verb

Originally Latin, then French, then English
examine and judge concerning the worth, quality, significance,
amount, degree, or condition of
The city council will evaluate the need for a stop sign at the
corner of Main and 300 West.
Middle English from Old English
to suffer a dull persistent pain; to become distressed or
disturbed; to feel compassion; to experience a painful
eagerness or yearning
After I fell and hit my head, I suffered from a constant ache in
my neck for many days.

The following word can be confused with another word similar in sound.
Provide the definition and part of speech
140. cheap

141. calamity

142. choosy

143. dandelion

\’chēp\
adjective

New Language 1513
purchasable below the going price or the real value; charging or
obtainable at a low price; of inferior quality or worth; paying or
able to pay less that going prices; stingy
I was able to find my prom dress for cheap at the second hand
store.
\kǝ’lam’ǝt-ē\ Middle French from Lati
Noun
a state of deep distress or misery caused by major misfortune or
loss; a distress: disaster
The latest hurricane that passed through Florida created quite a
calamity.
\’chü-zē\
Middle English
Alternate Spelling choosey
adjective
fastidiously selective : particular
“Choosy mothers choose Jif.”
\’dan-dᵊl-,ī-әn\ Middle French
Noun
any of a genus of yellow-flowered composite plants; esp:
an herb sometimes grown as a potherb and nearly
cosmopolitan as a weed
The young soccer goal keeper was so bored, she decided to pick
a dandelion, then missed the ball that was kicked her way.
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144. abandon

\ ǝ-‘ban-dǝn\
Verb

145. frontier

/frǝn-tir/
noun

146. gorgeous

/gȯr-jǝs/
adjective

147. agile

\’aj-ǝl\
\aj-īl\
Adjective

148. perishable

149. scholarship

150. agog

Middle English from Middle French
to give up to the control or influence of another person or
agent; to give up with the intent of never again claiming a right
or interest in; to withdraw from often in the face of danger or
encroachment
He was going to abandon his car on the side of the road when it
broke down, but the neighborhood seemed a bit sketchy.
Spanish
A border between two countries, the edge of a settled part
of a country.
“On the western frontier the soldiers fought Indians more
than British.”
Middle English
Splendidly or showily brilliant or magnificent
Rows of gorgeous flowers greeted us at every turn.
Old French from Latin

marked by ready ability to move with quick and easy grace;
mentally quick and resourceful
The old man was very agile for his age of 87 and moved about
the factory instructing the young workers by showing them
how to do their jobs.
\’per-ish-ә-bәl\ Middle English from Old French
Adjective
liable to perish; liable to spoil or decay
Peaches and raspberries are very perishable and should be
eaten soon after purchase.
\’skӓlәr,ship\ The first part of this word is from an originally Greek word that
passed into Latin then French before becoming English. The
second part is an English combining form.
Noun
a sum of money or its equivalent offered to enable a student to
pursue his or her studies at a school college, or university.
Stephanie was awarded a music scholarship at a local university
because of her high grades and beautiful singing voice.
\ǝ-‘gäg\
Middle French
Adjective
full of intense interest or excitement : eager
The children were agog looking at all of the new toys.
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151. piano

\pē’a(,)nō
Noun

152. replica

\’rep-li-kә\
Noun

153. syntax

\’sin-taks\
Noun

154. arbitrator

155. honor

156. awesome

157. gangrene

From Italian, which formed it from a Latin word
a stringed percussion instrument having steel wire strings
stretched over a sounding board that sound when struck by felt
covered hammers operated from a keyboard and pedals that
alter or modify the quantity and quality of sound produced.
Patti regretted that she never learned how to play the piano.
Latin
a close reproduction or facsimile, especially by the maker
of the original; copy, duplicate
When in Paris, I bought a replica of the Eiffel Tower to
remember our trip.

French from Latin
connected or orderly system : harmonious arrangement of parts
or elements; the way in which words are put together to form
phrases, clauses, or sentences; the part of grammar dealing
with this; syntactics as dealing with the formal properties of
languages
Syntax is the set of rules that govern the structure of sentences.
\‘är-bǝ-,trāt-ǝr\ Middle English from Middle French from Latin
Noun
a person chosen to settle differences between two parties in
controversy
The attorneys hired an arbitrator to work with the couple that
was filing for divorce in order to negotiate the custody of
their possessions.
/ä-nǝr/
Middle English from French
noun
A good name or reputation, a showing of merited
respect or recognition
We pay honor to the brave soldiers who help maintain our
freedom each and every day.
\’ȯ-sǝm\
New World, from Old English awe
Adjective
expressive of awe; emotion in which dread, veneration, and
wonder are variously mingled; wondering
The Piano Guys’ concert was awesome!
\’gaŋ-,grēn\
Greek
Noun
local death of soft tissues due to loss of blood supply
When gangrene set into his infected leg, it was necessary to
amputate to prevent further infection spreading.
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158. coffin

159. anarchy

160. examine

161. diabetes

162. brindled

163. reference

164. porcelain

165. stylus

\’kȯfen\
\’kӓfen\
Noun

From a Latin word that became French and then English

a box or chest in which a corpse is buried.
Dracula would sleep during the day in a coffin.
\’an-ǝr-kē\
Middle Latin from Greek
Noun
absence of government; a state of lawlessness or political
disorder due to the absence of governmental authority;
absence of order
Turkey recently experienced a coup to over throw the current
government, which could have caused a state of anarchy
for the Turkish people.
\eg’zamen\
Middle English from French from Latin
Verb
inquire into systematically : investigate
The doctor wanted to examine his patient to see why she had
such a high fever.
\,dī-ә-‘bēt-әz\ Latin from Greek
Noun
any of various abnormal conditions characterized by the
secretion and excretion of excessive amounts of urine
Diabetes Mellitus is a metabolism disorder characterized by
inadequate secretion of insulin.
\brin-dᵊld\
English
Adjective
having obscure dark streaks or flecks on a gray or tawny ground
My dog is a brindled Old English Bulldog.
\refәrn(t)s\
Middle English from Latin
Noun
the act of referring or consulting : the capability or character of
alluding to or bearing on or directing attention so something.
An FBI report on crimes committed during the holiday season
was filed by the city police for future reference.
\’pōr-s(ә)lәn\ Middle French
Noun
a hard, fine-grained, sonorous nonporous, and usually
translucent and white ceramic ware that consists essentially of
kaolin, quartz, and feldspar and is fired at high temperatures.
My grandmother brought with her from England a porcelain
tea set when they immigrated to the United States.
\’stī-lǝs\
Latin
Noun
an instrument used by the ancients in writing on clay or waxed
tablets; a hard-pointed pen-shaped instrument for marking on
stencils used in a reproducing machine; a cutting tool used to
produce an original record groove during disc recording
The new Android phone has a stylus.
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166. vacuum

167. ratchet

168. siren

169. balcony

170. cauliflower

171. benefactor

\’vak-yů-ǝm\
Noun

Latin
emptiness of space; a space absolutely devoid of matter; a state
of isolation from outside influences; a device creating or
utilizing a partial vacuum
There is a huge difference between vacuuming the house and
living in a vacuum.
\rachǝt\
French
Noun
a pawl, click, or detent for holding or propelling a ratchet wheel;
a mechanism that consists of a bar or wheel having inclined
teeth into which a pawl drops so that motion can be impaired to
the wheel or bar or can be governed or prevented and that is
used in a hand tool to allow effective motion in one direction
only
My dad asked me to hand him the ratchet so that he could
more easily remove the lug nuts from the wheel in order to
change the tire.
\’sī-rǝn\
Middle English from Latin
noun
a device often electrically operated fro producing a
penetrating warning sound
George set off the security siren when he forgot to
type in the security code to shut the system off.
\ bal-kǝ-nē\
Italian
Noun
a platform that projects from the wall of a building and is
enclosed by a parapet or railing; an interior projecting gallery in
a public building, as a theater
Juliet stood on her balcony and said, “Romeo, Romeo, wherefore
art thou, Romeo.”
\’kȯ-li-flaů*ǝ)r\ Italian
Noun
a garden plant related to the cabbage and grown for its
compact edible head of usually white undeveloped flowers;
used as a vegetable
Cream of cauliflower soup topped with cheese is a wonderful
treat on a cold winter night.
\be-nǝ-fak-tǝr\ Latin
Noun
someone or something that provides help or an advantage; one
that confers a benefit; a person who makes a gift or bequest
With the help of a rich benefactor, he was able to set up a
charity to help the refugees.
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172. renowned

173. whimsical

174. sanctioning

175. jeopardize

\ri-naůn-d\
Adjective

Middle English from Middle French
having renown, celebrated; a state of being widely acclaimed
and highly honored : fame
I recently attended a seminar featuring the renowned author
of the Harry Potter books.
\’hwim-zi-kǝl\ Origin Unknown
Adjective
full of, actuated by, or exhibiting whims; resulting from or
characterized by whim or caprice; subject to erratic behavior or
unpredictable change; fanciful or fantastic device, object, or
creation
For Halloween, she dressed as a fairy and danced around
the neighborhood in a whimsical manner.
\’saŋ(k)-shǝn-iŋ\ Middle French from Latin
Verb
to make valid or binding usually by a formal procedure; to
give effective or authoritative approval or consent to : approval
Is the committee officially sanctioning the go-ahead on building
the bird sanctuary?
\ˈje-pər-ˌdīz\ French
verb
to expose to danger or risk
A poor diet can jeopardize your health.

The following word could be confused with another word similar in sound or spelling.
Provide the speller the word’s part of speech and definition.
176. pallid

177. knockwurst

178. lozenge

179. luxurious

\’pal-әd\
Adjective

Latin
deficient in color: pale, wan, lacking sparkle or liveliness : dull
The man was very pallid and in shock after witnessing the car
accident.
\’nӓk-(,)wәrst\ German
\’nӓk-(,)vů(ә)rst\
\’nӓk-(,)vůs(h)t\
Noun
a short thick heavily seasoned sausage
Knockwurst and sauerkraut are a local favorite in the small
German tourist town.
\lӓzᵊnj\
From a French word
Noun
small flat diamond-shaped medicated candy; especially : one
variously flavored and sometimes medicated.
Mom gave me a lozenge to suck on to control my coughing.
\’lәg-‘zhůr-ē-әs\ Middle English from French from Latin
\’lәk-‘shůr-ē-әs\
Adjective
of, relating to, or marked by luxury; marked by or given to selfindulgence; exceedingly choice and costly
The Four Seasons Hotel is one of the most luxurious places to
stay in the city.
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180. collapsible

181. toboggan

182. stanza

183. humility

184. judicious

185. creationism

186. decongestant

187. provincial

\kә-‘laps-sә-bәl\ From Latin
Adjective
the ability to fall or shrink together completely; to break down
completely; to fold down into a more compact shape.
The table and chairs that we borrowed from the
neighbor are collapsible.
\tә-‘bӓg-әn\
Algonquian
Noun
a long flat-bottomed light sled made usually of thin boards
curved up at one end with usually low had rails at the sides
When we got the huge snow storm, we got out the old
toboggan and slid down the hills for hours.
\’stan zә\
From Latin
Noun
a division of a poem consisting of a series of lines arranged
together in a usually recurring pattern of meter and rhyme.
He then proceeded to recite the next stanza of Robert Frost’s
poem.
\hyü’milәd·ē\ From Latin
\yü’milәd·ē\
Noun
freedom from pride or arrogance.
The successful athlete maintained his humility by frequently
saying to himself the proverb, “Pride goeth before a fall.”
\jüdishәs\
From Latin
Adjective
directed or governed by sound usually dispassionate opinion
formed by discerning and comparing : characterized by
discretion.
The preschool uses a judicious mix of play and learning activities
for the children.
\krē’āshәniz-әm\ From Latin to French, plush an English combining form
Noun
a doctrine or theory holding that matter, the various forms of
life, and the world were created by God out of nothing.
Some schools will teach only creationism, others will teach only
evolution, most will discuss both.
\,dēkәn`jestәnt\ This word is from four originally Latin elements
Noun
An agent that relieves and over-accumulation of
blood in the blood vessels of an organ or part.
After Andrew took his decongestant, his nose was no longer
stuffy and he could breathe more easily.
\prә-‘vin-chәl\ Middle French
Adjective
of, relating to, or coming from a province; a limited outlook;
lacking the polish of urban society; unsophisticated; relating to a
decorative style such as French Provincial
He came across as a very provincial man, but in reality he was
highly intelligent and very well educated.
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188. sanguine

\’saŋ-gwәn\
Adjective

189. nugget

\’nәget\
Noun

190. rogue

\’rōg\
Noun

191. calibrate

\`kalә,brāt\
Verb

192. meditate

\’medә,tāt\
Verb

193. foosball

\`füz,bȯl\
Noun

194. epoxy

\’әpӓksē\
\e’pӓksē\
\ē’pӓksē\
Noun

Latin to French to Middle English
blood red; consisting of or relating to blood; having blood as the
predominating bodily humor; having the bodily conformation
and temperament held characteristic of such predominance and
marked by sturdiness, high color, and cheerfulness: confident;
optimistic
We derive the English word sanguine to mean cheerful from the
Latin term because healthy, cheerful people have blood in their
cheeks.
This word is of an unknown origin
a solid lump; especially : a native lump of precious metal.
Rose wears a necklace with a gold nugget that her grandfather
found while panning for gold in California.
Origin unknown
vagrant, tramp; dishonest or worthless person : scoundrel;
mischievous person
Some rogue football player that trashed the hotel room ruined
the opportunity for any other football team to stay at that
hotel again.
This word is from a probably Greek element that went to
Arabic, then Italian, then French plus an English combining form
determine or mark the capacity or the graduations of or rectify
the graduations of (as a measuring instrument).
Manufacturers of measuring cups or spoons usually calibrate in
both U.S. customary units and metric units.
From Latin
dwell in thought; especially : practice religious contemplation.
Many people will meditate in order to relieve their stress.
This word is probably from a German word
A table game resembling soccer in which the ball is moved by
manipulating rods to which small figures of players are attached
called also “table soccer”
Gary and Carla played a game of foosball on their first date.
Originally Greek

any of various usually thermosetting resins that are
characterized by good adhesiveness, flexibility, and resistance
to chemicals that re used chiefly in coatings and adhesives.
Bill reattached the broken handle with epoxy.
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195. expectant

\ik’spektәnt\
\ek’spektәnt\
Adjective

From Latin
characterized by anticipation : waiting
The expectant crowd waited outside the Vatican for the Pope.

The following word could be confused with another word similar in sound and or spelling.
Provide the speller with the word’s part of speech and definition.
196. lying

\’līŋ\
Adjective

197. pharmacy

\’fӓrmәsē\
Noun

198. plural

\’plůrәl\
\’plürәl\
Adjective

199. analgesia

200. possess

201. intelligent

\,anᵊl’jēzēә\
\,anᵊl’jēzhә\
Noun

\pә’zes\
\pō’zes\
\pә’ses\
\ pō’ses\
Verb

English
marked by or containing falsehoods : false : dishonest
“Are you going to stand there, lying to me, and tell me that
you did not take the last cookie off the plate that had my
name on it?”
The witness was caught lying to the jury and was put into
jail for falsely testifying.
From a Greek word that passed into Latin
a place where medicines are compounded or dispensed.
I have to run by the pharmacy to pick up a prescription my
doctor called in for my sore throat.
From Latin, then French before English
belonging to a class of grammatical forms used to denote more
than one.
“Geese” is the plural for goose, but “meese” is not the plural for
moose.
From Greek
insensibility to pain without loss of consciousness.
Dr. Smith administered an analgesia medicine before he stitched
up Ally’s hand.
Began as Latin, to French then English

to have and hold as property : to have a just right to :
to be a master of : own
Do you possess a key that will unlock this treasure chest?
\in’telәjәn(t)s\ From a Latin word, to French to English
Noun
the faculty of understanding : capacity to know or apprehend.
Albert Einstein was a very intelligent individual.
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202. asinine

\’as-ᵊn-,īn\
Adjective

203. perform

\pә(r)’fȯrm\
Verb

From Latin
marked by inexcusable failure to exercise intelligence or
sound judgment; of, relating to , or resembling an ass
The soccer player’s behavior on the field was just asinine
and resulted in a red card when he purposefully and
blatantly fouled the other player then flopped down on
the pitch and faked injury.
From French
to carry out, to bring about : accomplish, execute;
to give a performance, to put on a show.
Beyoncé is going to perform at the 2013 Super Bowl in
New Orleans.

The following word could be confused with another word similar in sound and or spelling.
Provide the speller with the word’s part of speech and definition.
204. presence

\’prezᵊn(t)s\
Noun

205. rhythm

\’rithәm\
Noun

206. abacus

\’ab-ǝ-kǝs\
Noun

207. abbreviate

208. routine

From Latin to French to English
the fact or condition of being present : the state of
being within sight or call, at hand, or in attendance
Howard sent an invitation to Sarah requesting her
presence at his piano recital.
From Greek to French
the regular recurrence of similar features in a literary,
musical, or artistic composition.
Jordan likes the rhythm of pop music because it is
very easy to dance to.

Latin from Greek
an instrument for performing calculations by sliding counters
along rods or grooves
The abacus was used before the invention of the calculator.
\ǝ-‘brē-vē-,āt\ Middle English from Latin
Verb
to make briefer, to reduce to a shorter form intended to stand
for the whole
Annabelle likes to abbreviate her name to Anna.
\rütēn\
From French
Noun
a regular course of procedure; habitual or mechanical
performance of an established procedure.
Joseph settled into the routine of factory work assembling new
car parts.
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209. abate

\ǝ-‘bāt\
Verb

210. pluralize

\’plůr-ә-,līz\
verb

211. podium

\’pōd-ē-әm\
Noun

212. squeegee

\’skwē-,jē\
Noun

213. authentic

\ә’thentik\
\ȯ’thentik|
Adjective

214. salvation

\sal-vā-shǝn\
noun

215. operate

\’ӓpә,rāt\
Verb

216. mildew

\’mil,dü\
\’mil,dyü\
Noun

Middle English from Old French
to put an end to; nullify; to reduce in degree or intensity:
moderate; to reduce in value or amount
Bats tend to help abate the mosquito population.
Middle English, from Middle French and Latin
to make plural or express in the plural form
How do you pluralize the word moose?
From Latin
a low wall serving as a foundation : a raised platform as for an
orchestral conductor or a public speaker.
The candidates each stepped up to the podium to deliver their
speeches outlining their plans, if they win the election for
president.
unknown origin
a blade of leather or rubber sent on a handle and used for
spreading, pushing, or wiping liquid material on, across,
or off a surface
My favorite thing to do at the gas station is to scrub and
squeegee off my windshield to remove the bugs.
From Greek then Latin then French before English.
worthy of acceptance or belief by reason of conforming to fact
and reality.
The dinosaur museum display will have an authentic replication
of a triceratops.
Middle English from French from Latin
saved from harm or loss, deliverance form evil
Salvation came for the small village when the army
appeared in the early morning hours.
From Latin, from German
to perform a work or labor : exert power or influence : produce
an effect.
Joe learned how to operate a forklift when he took the job at
the warehouse.
Originally English
a superficial usually whitish growth produced on various forms
of organic matter and on living plants by fungi.
The books that were stored in the basement were damaged
from mildew.
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217. indisputable

218. disarray

219. moccasin

220. avenue

\,in-dis-‘pyüt-ә-bәl\ From Latin
Adjective
not disputable : unquestionable
The prosecutor was able to present indisputable evidence
that the suspect was present at the murder scene.
\,dis-ә-‘rā\
French
Noun
a lack of order or sequence: confusion, disorder
Her bedroom was in such a state of disarray, at first I thought
it had been ransacked, but she indeed was just a slob.
\’mӓk,ә,sәn\ Algonquian Origin
Noun
a soft leather heelless shoe or boot with the sole brought up the
sides of the foot and over the toes where it is joined with a
puckered seam to a U-shaped piece lying on top of the foot.
The tourist visiting the Indian reservation thought the bead work
on the moccasin was the most beautiful she had ever seen.
\’avә,nü\
From Latin to French
\’avә,nyü\
Noun
a city street especially when broad and attractive.
Fifth Avenue is a very popular shopping area in New York City.

The following word could be confused with another word similar in sound or spelling.
Provide the speller the word’s part of speech and definition.
221. ingenious

222. estimate

223. miraculous

224. painful

\in-‘jēn-yәs\
Middle English from Middle French from Latin
Near homonym: ingenuous
Adjective
showing or calling for intelligence, aptitude, or discernment;
marked by especial aptitude at discovering, inventing, or
contriving; marked by originality, resourcefulness in concept
The microwave was such an ingenious invention.
\’estә,māt\
From Latin
Verb
to judge the value of.
The pawn shop owner will estimate the value of the diamond
ring we want to sell.
\me’rakyәlәs\ From a Latin word that moved into French
Adjective
interpreted as performed by a supernatural power or
accomplished by the direct agency of an almighty power and
not by natural causes.
Gabe made a miraculous recovery after his terrible accident.
\pān-fǝl\
Middle English from Latin
Adjective
feeling or giving pain: irksome, annoying; requiring effort or
exertion
When you shut your finger in the car door, it is very painful.
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225. irritate

226. pulpit

227. diagonal

228. teriyaki

229. anomaly

230. wriggling

231. dyslexia

232. yeast

\ˈir-ə-ˌtāt\
Verb

Latin
to provoke impatience, anger, or displeasure in: annoy; to
induce irritability in or to cause or induce displeasure. Also:
implies an often gradual arousing of angry feelings that may
range from mere impatience to rage.
Harsh soaps can irritate the skin.
\’půl-pit\
Latin
Noun
enclosed elevated platform or a high reading desk used in
preaching or conducting a service of worship; an elevated
platform for a public speaker
The minister stepped up to the pulpit and began his weekly
lesson to the congregation.
\dīagәnᵊl\
From Greek that passed into Latin
Adjective
Running across from corner to corner.
The interior designer wants to use the tile floor with a diagonal
pattern.
\ter-ē-yä-kē\ Japanese
Noun
a Japanese dish of meat or fish that is grilled or broiled after
being soaked in seasoned soy sauce marinade
The chicken teriyaki at Mandarin is one of my favorites.
\ǝ-‘nä-mǝ-lē\ From Greek
Noun
something different, abnormal, peculiar or not easily classified;
deviation from the common rule
Autism can be explained by a genetic syndrome and a
chromosomal anomaly.
\’rig-ǝ-liŋ\
Middle English
verb
to move the body or a bodily part to and fro with short
writhing motions like a worm; squirm; to move or advance
by twisting and turning
Stop wriggling around, you are going to fall off the bed.
\dis-‘lek-sē-ǝ\ Latin from Greek
Noun
a variable often familial learning disability involving difficulties
in acquiring and processing language that is typically manifested
by a lack of proficiency in reading, spelling and writing
There are special teaching techniques used to teach reading to a
student with dyslexia.
\’yēst\
Middle Eastern
Noun
a yellowish surface froth or sediment that occurs esp. in
saccharine liquids in which it promotes alcoholic fermentation,
consists largely of cells of a fungus, and is used in the making of
alcoholic liquors and and a leaven in baking
If you don’t put yeast in your dough, it will not rise nor be fluffy.
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233. voluptuous

\vǝ-‘lǝp-chǝ(-wǝ)s\
Latin
Adjective
full of delight or pleasure to the senses; given to or spent in
enjoyments of luxury, pleasure, or sensual gratification
They were able to take a long and voluptuous holiday after
he retired.

The following word could be confused with a word similar in sound,
please provide the speller with the definition
234. nurture

235. zodiac

236. reconciliation

237. slovenly

238. cretin

239. candelabra

\’nǝr-chǝr\
Noun
Verb

Middle English from Latin
training; something that nourishes; food,
to supply with nourishment; educate; to further the
development of : foster
One of many jobs of a parent is to nurture their child.
\’zōd-ē-,ak\
Middle English from French from Latin
Noun
an imaginary belt in the heavens usually 18 degrees wide that
encompasses the apparent paths of all the principal planets
except Pluto, has the ecliptic as its central line, and is divided
into 12 constellations or signs each taken for astrological
purposes to extend 30 degrees of longitude
My zodiac sign is Cancer the Crab, what is yours?
\,rekǝn,sil-ē-ā-shǝn\
Middle English
Noun
the at of reconciling or state of restoring friendship,
compatibility, or harmony; to adjust, settle : harmonize
Mr. and Mrs. Smith were attempting reconciliation before they
made the decision to divorce.
\’slǝv-ǝn-lē\
Middle English
Adjective
untidy especially in personally appearance; lazily slipshod;
characteristic of a sloven
That slovenly appearing man in the trench coat is actually an
undercover Drug Enforcement Agency officer.
\ˈkrē-tən\
Medical from Franco-Provençal (the Romance speech in French
Switzerland and adjacent areas in France)
noun
one afflicted with cretinism (a lack of iodine resulting in the
malfunction of the thyroid gland [or hyperthyroidism], which
causes dwarfism and severe mental retardation.)
main-stream usage of the term may
include these offensive meanings: stupid, vulgar, insensitive:
clod, or lout; barbarian, Neanderthal, etc.
The arrogant professor called anyone who disagreed with his
philosophies a cretin.
\,kandә’lӓbrә\ From Latin
\,kandә’labrә\
Noun
a large candlestick or lamp usually ornamented and having
several arms or branches.
In the horror film, the woman walks down the dark corridor of
the mansion with the candelabra held high in front of her.
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240. explanation

241. normalcy

242. facsimile

243. scalpel

244. abhor

245. determination

\,eksplә’nāshәn\ Middle English from Latin, with an English combining form
Noun
the act or process of explaining : exposition, interpretation,
clarification : a discussion designed to correct a misunderstanding or reconcile differences.
I owe Ryan an explanation about why I missed the meeting
we set up last week.
\’nȯr-mәl-sē\ From Latin with a combining form
Noun
the state or fact of being normal
Now that the hectic holidays are over, life can get on with
some sense of normalcy.
\fak-‘sim-ә-lē\ From Latin
Noun
an exact copy ; the transmission of graphic matter (as a printing)
by wire or radio and its reproduction
After I signed the original documents, I sent a facsimile, often
referred to as a fax, to the bank.
\’skalpәl\
From Latin
Noun
a small straight knife with a thin keen blade used especially for
dissecting.
The science teacher showed the students how to slide the scalpel
down the center of the frog in order to see the internal organs.
\ǝb-‘hȯ(ǝr\
Middle English from Latin
Verb
to regard with extreme repugnance: loathe; to turn
aside to keep away from esp. in scorn or shuddering fear: reject
I absolutely abhor animal abuse.
\di-,tәr-mә-nā-shәn\ Middle English from Latin
Noun
a judicial decision settling and ending a controversy; the
resolving of a question by argument; the act of deciding
definitely and firmly; the result of such an act of decision;
a fixing or finding of the position or magnitude of something
The line judge made the determination that the serve was
inbounds.

The following word could be confused with another word similar in sound or spelling.
Provide the speller the word’s part of speech and definition.
246. ablution

\ǝ-‘blü-shǝn\
Noun

Middle English from Middle French or Latin
the washing of one’s body or part of it (as in a religious rite)
A building housing bathing and toilet facilities on a military base
In Christianity, both baptism and foot washing are forms of
ablution.
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247. allied

\ǝ-līd\
\al-,īd\
Adjective

248. guideline

/gīd-līn/
noun

249. declivity

\di-‘kli-vә-tē\
Noun

250. mundane

\,mәn-‘dān\
Adjective

251. alpaca

\al-‘pak-ǝ\
Noun

252. pilgrimage

\’pilgrәmij\
Noun

253. ridiculous

\re’dikyәlәs\
Adjective

Middle English from Old French from Latin
having or being in close association : connected; joined in
alliance by compact or treaty; of or relating to the nations
united against the Central European powers in World War 1 or
those united against the Axis powers in World War 2
The United States is now working with its allied countries to
fight against ISIS.
Middle English from German, with an English combining form
An indication or outline of policy or conduct, a cord or rope
to trace a course.
The math guideline was very clear as to when assignments
were due.
English from Latin
downward inclination; descending slope
The hikers cautiously make their way down the steep and rocky
declivity that led to the river.
Middle French to Middle English
of, relating to, or characteristic of the world; characterized by
the practical, transitory and ordinary: commonplace
The taxi cab driver passed the mundane hours of his job
learning to speak French.
Spanish
a mammal with fine long woolly hair that is domesticated in
Peru and is probably a variety of the guanaco
Is there a difference between an alpaca and a llama?
Was formed in French from a Latin derived French word plus a
French combining form
a journey to visit a shrine or a holy place as a devotee.
Every year many Jews will make a pilgrimage to Jerusalem for
Passover.
From Latin
fit or likely to excite ridicule : unworthy of serious consideration
: absurd, comical, funny, laughable, preposterous
The suit that Mr. Reynolds had on was totally ridiculous
because it made him look like a clown with the big red bow tie
and suspenders.
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254. artifacts

255. concession

256. secretary

257. mustachioed

258. ebullient

259. imbecile

\ȧrt-i-,fakt\
Noun

Latin
a characteristic product of human activity, usually a hand-made
object representing a particular culture or stage of technological
development
The archeologists have discovered artifacts from the Indians
that roamed the region hundreds of years before the English
settlers moved in.
\kәn-‘sesh-әn\ From Latin
Noun
the act or an instance of conceding; admitting a point claimed in
an argument; acknowledgement; a right to undertake and profit
by a specified activity
The unsuccessful candidate will normally give a concession
speech when it is clear he or she has lost the election.
\’sekrә,terē\ From Latin
Noun
one employed to handle correspondence and manage
routine and detail word for a superior.
My father has a secretary that can type very fast,
but she isn’t very nice when she answers the telephone.
\,mәs-‘tash-(ē)ōd\ From Greek to French
Adjective
having a mustache : especially a large mustache
The popular cowboy image is to be mustachioed, short hair
and a large cowboy hat.
\i-‘bůl-yәnt\
Latin
Adjective
to bubble, to boil; agitate; characterized by exuberance
The witches brew was ebullient in the cauldron, while a foul
smell rose with the steam into the dark night.
\’im-bә-sәl\
From French
\’im-bә-sil\
Noun
a mentally deficient person : a feebleminded person having a
mental age of three to seven years and requiring supervision in
the performance of routine daily tasks of caring for himself;
fool, idiot
The student was so hurt and embarrassed when the bully in the
class referred to her as an imbecile when she misread the word.
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260. argument

261. massacre

262. apoplectic

263. decrepit

\’är-gyǝ-mǝnt\ Middle English from Middle French from Latin
Noun
an outward sign : indication; a reason given in proof or
rebuttal; discourse intended to persuade; the act or process of
arguing; a coherent series of statements leading from a premise
to a conclusion; quarrel; disagreement
The student made the argument that by falling asleep in class
he was actually learning through a higher power of osmosis
than if he were actually awake and taking notes. The teacher
rebutted the argument by giving him a quiz.
\’mas-i-kәr\
Middle French
Noun
the act or an instance of killing a number of helpless or
unresisting human beings under circumstances of atrocity
or cruelty; a cruel or wanton murder
As the pilgrims moved west to settle, there were many Indian
camps that would fall to massacre by the hand of the military.
\,ap-ǝ-‘plek-tik\ Latin
Adjective
of, relating to, or causing stroke; affected with, inclined to, or
showing symptoms of stroke; of a kind to cause a stroke
especially highly excited
The emergency room patient was admitted with apoplectic
symptoms and treated immediately with intravenous TPA.
\di-‘krep-әt\
Middle English, from French, from Latin
Adjective
wasted and weakened or as if by the infirmities of old age;
impaired by use or wear: worn-out; fallen into ruin
The decrepit old mansion on the hill was said to be haunted.

The following word could be confused with another word similar in sound and/or spelling.
Provide the speller the word’s part of speech and definition.
264. applause

265. obvious

\әplȯz\
From Latin
Can be confused with applauds.
Noun
approval publicly expressed by clapping hands.
After the applause subsided, the pop star continued to sing.
\ӓb vē әs\
From Latin
Adjective
being in the way or in the front: easily discovered, seen or
understood.
It was obvious the child did not like his vegetables when he spit
them out onto the floor.
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266. rutabaga

267. porcupine

268. adjudicate

269. vengeance

270. sacred

\’rüd ә, bāgә\ From a word that went from Old Norse to Swedish
Noun
a turnip commonly with a very large yellowish root that is used
as food both for stock and for human beings.
Julie diced a rutabaga and added it to the vegetable soup she
was making.
\’pōr-kyә,pīn\ Middle English from Middle French from Latin
Noun
any of a various relatively large rodents having stiff sharp
erectile bristles mingled with the hair and constituting an Old
World terrestrial family and a New World arboreal family
The dog tried to attack the porcupine, but ended up with quills
in his nose and mouth instead.
\ә’jüde,kāt\
From Latin
\ә’jüdē,kāt\
Verb
to hear and determine (as a litigated question) or decide in the
case of (as a person) in or as if in court charged with the
administration of law.
A council composed of students and teachers will adjudicate all
reports of honor code violations.
\’venjәn(t)s\ Originally Latin, through French before becoming English
Noun
infliction of punishment in return for an injury or offense.
The defeated rebels howled with rage and fury and swore
bloody vengeance.
\sā’krǝd\
Middle English from Latin
adjective
dedicated or set apart for the service or worship; holy,
worshiped, religious
This tomb is considered to be a sacred resting place.

The following word may be spelled two different ways, according to Webster’s Third New
International Dictionary. Preferred spelling and the word provided on the study list is shown.
271. license
\’līsᵊn(t)s\
Noun

preferred spelling
Variant Spelling : licence
From Latin to French to English
permission to act : a right or permission granted in accordance
with law by a competent authority to engage in some business
or occupation, to do some act, or to engage in some transaction
In the State of Utah, it is legal for a 16 year old to get a license
to drive, once they have met all the course work and testing
criteria.
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272. sophomore

273. holiday

274. affirmation

275. saloon

276. wrongdoer

277. litany

278. guidance

279. bulletin

\’sӓf-,mō(ә)r\ From Greek
\’sӓf-,ᵊmō(ә)r\
Noun
a student in the second year at college or secondary school
My daughter is a sophomore at Utah State University.
\’hӓlә,dā\
This word consists of two originally English elements
Noun
a day on which one is exempt from one’s usual labor or
vocational activity.
Halloween is my favorite holiday because I love all of the free
candy I get.
\,af-ǝr-‘mā-shǝn\ Middle English from Middle French from Latin
Noun
the act of affirming : validate, confirm; a positive assertion; a
solemn declaration made under the penalties of perjury by a
person who conscientiously declines taking an oath
The bishop asked the congregation for its affirmation of the new
Relief Society presidency.
\sǝ-lün\
French from Italian
noun
a bar or tavern, an elaborately decorated public room
In the old westerns, there was always a brawl in the
saloon, which ended with someone getting thrown out of
the swinging doors.
\’rōŋ-‘dü-әr\ English
Noun
one that does wrong, especially one who transgresses moral
laws
My advice: Do not grow up to be or date a wrongdoer.
\’litᵊnē\
Originally Greek, passed into Latin then French before English.
Noun
a recital or chant having the resonant or repetitive qualities
associated with a ritualistic repetition of prayers.
The lawyer walked into his office and began a litany of requests
of his secretary.
\’gīdᵊn(t)s\
From Germanic to Old Provençal to French to English
Noun
advice in choosing courses, preparing for a vocation or further
education, or coping with personal problems given to students
by a teacher or a professional counselor.
The high school counselor will give the senior students guidance
in applying for college scholarships.
\’bůl-әt-ᵊn\
From French
Noun
a brief public notice usually from an authoritative source : a
brief news item intended for immediate publication or
broadcast
A weather bulletin was just announced to watch for severe rain
with flash floods in the canyons.
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280. scorn

281. aseptic

282. oblige

283. flagrant

284. astronomical

285. carnauba

286. quantum

\skȯrn\
verb

Middle English from German
to treat with disrespect, disdain, hate; to act like someone
is worthless; an object of disdain, contempt
The girls would scorn the others, simply because they
were from a different neighborhood.
\(‘)ā’sep-tik\ ISV
adjective
preventing infection; free from pathogenic microorganisms;
lacking vitality or emotion
Aseptic food preservation methods allow processed food to keep
for long periods of time without preservatives, as long as they
are not opened.
\ә’blīj\
From Latin that became French then English
Verb
constrain (as another or oneself) by physical, moral, or legal
force : put under binding agreement to do or to forbear from
doing something.
The school dress code oblige the students to wear modest
clothing to school.
\’flā-grәnt\
Latin
Adjective
conspicuously offensive, so bad as not to be ignored: gross,
glaring;
The referee called the player for a flagrant foul when he
purposely grabbed his opponent’s face mask and threw him
to the ground.
\,as-trǝ-‘näm-i-kǝl\ New Language
Adjective
of or relating to astronomy; enormously or inconceivably large
numbers
The number of mosquitos found in Puerto Rico with the Zika
Virus were astronomical.
\kär-‘nȯ-bǝ\
New Language
Noun
a fan leaved palm of Brazil that has an edible root and yields a
leaf fiber and carnauba wax
Turtle Wax makes a car polish made of carnauba wax that
makes the water bead off the car.
\’kwӓnt-әm\ From Latin
Noun
quantity : amount : portion; one of the very small increments
or parcels into which many forms of energy are subdivided;
one of the small subdivisions of a quantized physical magnitude
The college introductory course for quantum mechanics is all
mathematical theory instruction.
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287. shepherd

288. sequence

289. chauvinism

290. plantain

291. curfew

292. shield

293. rapacious

294. operating

\’shep-әrd\
Noun

Middle English from Old English
one who tends sheep
The shepherd wandered for hours trying to find the little lost
lamb.
‘sē-kwǝn(t)s\ Middle English from Latin
noun
a continuous or connected series: as an extended series;
a succession of repetitions
When I play cards, I always have to arrange my hand in
sequence, highest to lowest.
\’shō-vә-,nizәm\ French
Noun
excessive or blind patriotism; undo partiality or attachment to a
group or place to which one belongs or has belonged; an
attitude or superiority toward members of the opposite sex.
Equal Rights laws have been passed in order to protect women
from male chauvinism in the work place.
\’plant-ᵊn\
Spanish from Latin
Noun
a banana plant; the angular greenish starchy fruit of the
plantain that is a staple food in the tropics when cooked
Do not confuse a banana with a plantain, they taste nothing
alike.
\’kәr(,)fyü\
From two Latin words that became French and then English
Noun
the stated hour usually of the evening at which persons (as
juveniles, military personnel, or other specified classes) must be
off the streets or at which business establishments or places of
assembly must be closed.
Megan has a curfew of 11:00 p.m. on weekends.
\’shē(ǝ)ld\
Middle English
noun
a broad piece of defensive armor carried on the arm; one
that protects or defends ; a fixture that protects a person
from injury from moving parts or parts carrying electricity
The dental hygienist moves behind a shield when taking
an x-ray on a patient.
\rә-‘pā-shәs\ Latin
Adjective
excessively grasping or covetous; living on prey; ravenous
The football team will eat their post-workout dinners in a
most rapacious manner.
\äp-(ǝ),rāt-iŋ\ Latin
Adjective
of, relating to, or used for or in operations – to perform a
function
iOS is the Apple operating system.
The surgery took place in the operating room.
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295. militia

296. typhoon

297. effigy

298. pedicure

299. knapsack

300. wretched

301. poinsettia

302. shrapnel

\mǝ-‘lish-ǝ\
Noun

From Latin
a part of the organized armed forces of a country liable to call
only in emergency; the whole boy of able-bodied make citizens
declared by law as being subject to call to military service
The Mormon Militia was lead by Brigham Young in the Utah
Territory.
\tī-‘fün\
Chinese from Greek
Noun
a tropical cyclone occurring in the region of the Philippines or
the China sea; whirlwind
Of course I would pick a day with weather like a typhoon to
have a really great hair day happening.
\ˈe-fə-jē\
Medieval French from Latin
Noun
an image or representation of a person; sometimes very simple
or crude (made of wood or stone).
You may see an effigy in an ancient cemetery.
\’ped-i-,ky(ǝ)r\ French from Latin
Noun
care of the feet, toes, and nails; a treatment of these parts
We love to treat ourselves to a good pedicure once in a while
and have our toenails painted.
\ˈnap-ˌsak\
Low German or Dutch
Noun
A bag (as of canvas or nylon) strapped on the back and used for
carrying supplies or personal belongings.
I grabbed my knapsack from the hook and ran to catch my ride.
\’rech-ǝd\
Middle English
Adjective
deeply afflicted, dejected, or distressed in body or mind;
extremely or deplorably bad or distressing; being or appearing
mean, miserable, or contemptible
That wretched little man just stole a little girl’s ice cream cone.
\pȯin-‘se-tē-ǝ\ Eponym from Joel R. Poinsett
\pȯin-se-tǝ\
Noun
any of several spurges with tapering usually scarlet bracts that
suggest petals and surround small yellow flowers
A poinsettia makes a great, colorful gift at Christmas.
\’shrap-nǝl\
Eponym from Henry Shrapnel 1842 English artillery officer
Noun
a projectile that consists of a case provided with powder charge
and a large number of usually lead balls and that is exploded in
flight; bomb, mine, or shell fragments
The veteran has a piece of shrapnel in his leg.
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303. tantalize

304. woozy

305. liverwurst

306. alchemy

307. tariff

308. bamboo

309. gullible

\’tan-tǝ-līz\
Verb

from Tantalus
to tease or torment by or as if by presenting something
desirable to the view but continually keeping it out of reach
I can tantalize my cat with the red beam of the laser pointer for
an hour.
\’wü-zē\
New Language
adjective
mentally unclear or hazy; affected with dizziness,
mild nausea, or weakness
I am feeling a little woozy after riding the roller coaster.
\’li-vǝ(r)-wǝrst\ From German
\’li-vǝr-vů(r)st\
Noun
a type of soft sausage made chiefly of cooked liver
Daniel’s family grew up in the German country side, they often
ate liverwurst for lunch and dinner
\’al-kǝ-mē\
From Arabic
Noun
a medieval chemical science and speculative philosophy aiming
to achieve the transmutation of the base metals into gold, the
discovery of a universal cure for disease, and the discovery of a
means of indefinitely prolonging life; a power or process that
changes something in a mysterious way
She practiced her alchemy in the kitchen, turning a pile of
vegetation into a delicious salad.
\’ter-ǝf\
Italian From Arabic
\’ta-rǝf\
Noun
a schedule of duties or taxes imposed by a government on
imported to in some countries exported goods; a schedule of
rates or charges of a business or public utility; price, charge
The country imposed a tariff on the imports, so the cost of the
items went up to the customers.
\(,)bam-‘bū\ Asian
Noun
any of various woody or arborescent grasses of tropical and
temperate regions having hollow stems, thick rhizomes, and
shoots that are used for food; the jointed stem of bamboo used
especially for building furniture and utensils
Panda bears only eat bamboo.
/gǝ-lǝ-bǝl/
Old English
adjective
Easily fooled or cheated.
They sell overpriced souvenirs to gullible tourists.
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310. matinee

\ma-tǝ-nā\
Noun

French from Latin
a musical or dramatic performance or social or public event held
in the daytime and especially the afternoon
All of the evening performances were sold out, so we bought
tickets for the matinee.

The following word is a homonym,
please provide the speller with the definition and part of speech.
311. you’re

312. vitamin

313. stridulate

314. ottoman

315. froth

316. kerchief

317. removable

\yǝr\
Middle English
Homonym: your, yore
\yō(ǝ)r\
you are
You’re the cutest girl in the school.
So when you’re writing this word in a year book, be sure to use
the apostrophe so that you are saying “you are.”
\’vīt-ǝ-mǝn\
Latin
Noun
any of various organic substances that are essential in minute
quantities to the nutrition of most animals and some plant but
do not provide energy or serve as building units and occur in
natural foodstuffs
My favorite vitamin is D because I can get it by
just playing outside in the sunshine.
\’strij-ǝ-,lāt\
Latin
Verb
to make a shrill creaking noise by rubbing together special
bodily structures used especially of male insects
The cicadas in September stridulate and make so much noise
that is almost musical.
\ät-ǝ-mǝn\
Turkish
Noun
an upholstered often overstuffed seat or couch usually without
a back, an overstuffed footstool
Please take off your shoes before resting your feet on the
ottoman.
\ˈfrȯ th\
Middle English from Old Norse
noun
Bubbles formed in or on a liquid: foam.
Froth appeared on the water as the waves broke along the
shore.
\ˈkər-chəf, -ˌchēf\ Middle English
Noun
A square of cloth used as a head covering or worn as a scarf
around the neck
She tied the kerchief around her head to keep her hair out of her
face.
\ri-müv-vǝbǝl\ Middle English from Old French
Adjective
to change the location, position, station or residence of; to
transfer from one court to another; ability to be moved by
lifting, pushing aside; to be capable of being removed
Unfortunately, the tumor is not removable with out doing
severe damage to the brain.
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318. rubbish

319. spherical

320. ownership

321. phony

322. zoology

323. meager

324. tabloid

325. tirelessly

\’rǝb-ish\
Noun

Middle English
useless waste or rejected matter : trash; something that is
worthless or nonsensical
“This script is simply rubbish,” said the director of the movie.
\’sfir-ikǝl\
Middle English – New Language
Adjective
having the form of a sphere or one of its segments; relating to
or dealing with a sphere or its properties
I cannot say I would want a spherical home, but the home
they showed on this tv program was pretty high tech and
ecologically friendly.
\’ō-nǝr-,ship\ Middle English
Noun
to have or hold as property; to acknowledge to be true, valid
You cannot just claim ownership of the wallet you found on
the sidewalk, that is stealing.
\’fō-nē\
origin unknown
alt spelling phoney
Adjective
intended to deceive or mislead; intended to defraud; false;
sham; having no genuine existence : fictitious
She is such a phony, the way she tells everyone she is an
actress, when all she did was to be in the background crowd
in one shot of a tv show.
\zō-‘äl-ǝ-jē\
New Language
Noun
a science that deals with animals and is the branch of biology
concerned with the animal kingdom and its members as
individuals and classes and with animal life
Alise’s favorite class at Bountiful High her senior year was
zoology because the teacher was so awesome.
\’mē-gēr\
Middle English from Middle French from Latin
Adjective
having little flesh : thin; lacking desirable qualities; deficient in
quality or quantity
The old man told stories of living through the Great Depression
when his family made a meager living picking fruit for the
orchards.
\’tab-,lȯid\
New Language
Noun
digest, summary, a newspaper that is about half the page size of
an ordinary newspaper and that contains news in condensed
form and much photographic matter
The tabloids love to stalk movie stars and get pictures of them in
unflattering situations.
\’tī(ǝ)r-lǝs-lē\ Middle English – New Language
Adjective
seemingly incapable of tiring : indefatigable
She worked tirelessly through the night to paint the background
set so that it would be ready for the production the next day.
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326. russet

327. utmost

328. vaporizer

329. ultimately

\’rǝs-ǝt\
Noun

Middle English from Old French
coarse homespun reddish brown cloth; a variable color
averaging a strong brown; any of various winter apples having
reddish brown skin
My mother puts those small russet potatoes in with carrots and
onions into her pot roast.
\’ǝt-,most\
American Southern
Adjective
situated at the farthest or most distant point; of the greatest
or highest degree, quantity, number, or amount
It is of the utmost importance that you show up to this meeting
on time.
\’vā-pǝ-,rī-zǝr\ From Middle English
Noun
one that vaporizes; as a atomizer; an apparatus for vaporizing a
heavy oil; a device for converting water or medicated liquid into
a vapor for inhalation
The nurse put a vaporizer in the patient’s room to ease
his labored breathing.
\’ǝl-tǝ-mǝt-lē\ Middle English
Adverb
in the end : finally, fundamentally, eventually
Ultimately, she decided that he was not the right person to
marry.

The following word could be confused with another word similar in sound or spelling.
Provide the speller the word’s part of speech and definition
330. medley

\’medlē\
Noun

331. burgundy

\’bәrgәndē\
Noun

332. gurney

\’gәrnē\
Noun

From a French word that became English
a performance blending together a series of songs or other
musical pieces.
We will now hear a medley of Rogers and Hammerstein songs.
From a French geographical name
a variable color averaging in a dark grayish reddish brown that is
redder and duller than mahogany.
My favorite sweater is a burgundy wool cardigan.
From an American Name
a wheeled cot or stretcher.
As soon as the ambulance pulled up, the nurses ran out with a
gurney to take the patient into surgery.
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333. ammonia

334. miscarriage

335. simultaneously

336. petrify

337. woebegone

338. mosquito

339. sparkle

\ә’mōnyә\
\ә’mōnēә\
Noun

From an Egyptian word that went into Greek and then Latin plus
a Greek combining form.
a colorless gaseous alkaline compound of nitrogen and
hydrogen that is lighter than air, of extremely pungent smell
and taste, and very soluble in water and that is used both free
and combined in medicine, the arts, and industry.
To clean the windows, Tyler used a combination of ammonia
and distilled water.
\mis-‘kar-ij\
English
Noun
corrupt or incompetent management : failure tin the
administration of justice; expulsion of a human fetus before it is
viable
The doctor explained that miscarriage may happen because the
baby was not forming properly in a way that it would be able to
survive if it were born, and the mother’s body will detect that.
\sīmәl-‘tā-nē-әslē\ From Latin
\sīmәl-‘tā-nyәslē\
Adjective
at the same time; existing or occurring at the same time;
satisfied by the same values of the variables
The goal was to set off the explosives simultaneously
so that the bridge came down on both sides at the same time.
\’petrә,fī\
From a word that went from Greek to Latin to French, plus
a word that went from Latin to French.
Verb
become stone or a substance of stony hardness.
Given enough time and the right conditions, a piece of wood
will petrify in the ground.
\’wōbi,gȯn\
From two originally English words
Adjective
affected with or marked by deep sorrow, grief or wretchedness.
He always had a woebegone look on his face.
\mә’skēt’ō\
From Latin
Noun
any of numerous two-winged flies with females that have a set
of slender organs in the proboscis adapted to puncture the skin
of animals and to suck their blood and that are in some cases of
vectors of serious diseases.
Dale slapped his arm smashing the mosquito that was biting
him.
\’spӓr-kәl\
Middle English
Verb
to throw out sparks; to give off or reflect bright moving points
of light; to perform brilliantly
Judy always wanted red shoes that would sparkle.
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340. senator

\’senәdәr\
\’senәtȯr\
Noun

341. spacious

\’spā-shәs\
Adjective

342. eclipse

\eklips\
\ēklips\
Noun

343. sarcasm

344. vagrant

345. amateur

346. foreign

From Latin
a member of the second chamber in the bicameral legislature of
a major political unit (as a nation, state, or province).
Mike Lee is a senator from the state of Utah.
From Latin to French to Middle English
vast or ample in extent : roomy; large or magnificent in scale
: expansive
Marie’s two -bedroom loft apartment downtown was much
more spacious than her previous studio apartment.
From Latin, to French, then English

the obscuration of one celestial body by another.
The astronomy class met on the football field at midnight to
watch the lunar eclipse.
\’sӓr-,kaz-әm\ French from Latin from Greek
Noun
a sharp and often satirical or ironic utterance designed to
cut or give pain; a mode of satirical wit depending for its effect
on bitter, caustic, and often ironic language that is usually
directed against an individual
My father’s favorite way to make a point is by using sarcasm.
\’vā-grәnt\
Middle English from old French
Noun
one who has no established residence and wanders idle from
place to place without lawful or visible means of support
The empty building attracted the vagrant as a warm respite
from the cold weather.
\’am,ә,tәr\
From Latin to French
\’am,әt(y)ůәr\
\’am,ә,chůәr\
\’am,ә,chәr\
Noun
one who engages in a pursuit, study, science or sport as a
pastime rather than as a profession.
The amateur golf tournament brought players from all ages and
abilities to the golf course for a shot at the win and going
professional.
\’fȯrәn\
From Latin to French to English
\’fӓrәn\
Adjective
born in, belonging to, derived from, intended for, or
characteristic of some place or country other than the one
under consideration.
Juan is a foreign exchange student from Chile.
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347. jocular

\’jӓk-yә-lәr\
Adjective

Latin
given to jesting : habitually jolly or jocund; characterized by
jesting: playful
Eric is always jocular and will play a trick on anyone for a
good laugh.

The following word could be confused with another word similar in sound and/or spelling.
Provide the speller the word’s part of speech and definition.
348. insistence

349. tolerability

350. adorable

\in-‘sis-tәn(t)s\ Latin
Noun
the act or an instance of insisting; the quality or state of being
insistent: urgency
With his boss’s insistence, Don got on a plane to attend the
meeting he knew would be a waste of time.
\,tӓl-(ә-)rә’bil-әt-ē\ Latin
Noun
capable of being borne or endured; moderately good or
agreeable
My tolerability of the band wore thin when they started
playing hard core head banging scream-o songs.
\ǝ-‘dōr-ǝbǝl\ Middle French from Latin
Adjective
worthy of being adored; extremely charming
Who is this adorable child? She should be in the movies!
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